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A STRESS-FREE ADVENTURE - ESCORTED
TOURS OF CORNWALL, GREAT BRITAIN!
Dacey’s Cornish Tours are different; the agenda is yours, not ours.
A unique travel experience that involves group transportation
but never feels like a package tour. We’re hands-on with the
logistics of travel but hands-off when you need us to be, allowing
each traveler an authentic connection with the destination.

THE ADVENTURE IS YOURS.
WE’RE JUST HERE TO MAKE SURE
NOTHING GETS IN THE WAY!
DACEYSCORNISHTOURS.COM • 651-484-4689
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Dacey’s Cornish Tours

T

he Celtic nation of Cornwall offers
visitors both stunning scenery and an
abundance of culture. Recently we spoke
with David Warner, founder of Dacey’s Cornish Tours, about what guests can expect to
experience.
What is your own ethnicity/heritage?
I was born and raised in England. I moved
to Cornwall in my early 20s and fell in love
with the area. Being there stirs something in
the soul. I eventually moved to the USA in
the early 2000s.
What is the company’s
history and mandate?
We specialize in bespoke, unique tours of
Cornwall. Our first tour was in 2013. Our
mandate is to continue to introduce the
beauty and magic of Cornwall to as many
people as possible. We continue to celebrate
Cornwall one tour at a time.
How has it grown over time?
We are now a recognized operator specializing in Cornwall. We have built relationships
not only with our many guests, but also with
the many companies that we work with both in Cornwall and all over the globe - to
make the tour what it is today.
What are your roles
and responsibilities there?

of the business - from marketing to booking
to being the tour director of all tours.
What are the challenges of the job?
I absolutely love the job. The uncertainty
of the last two years was not only tough for
me but for so many. To be honest after the
last two years anything that challenges me
seems a breeze to deal with.
What are the rewards?
I love getting feedback from so many guests
that have finally had the opportunity to
see the place that they have dreamed of
for years - especially seeing their joy when
we first arrive. It can sometimes be very
emotional knowing that so many visitors
have entrusted my company to show them
the delights of Cornwall. Also, I get to be
there hosting the tour - what more could
anyone want?
How do you differ
from the competition?
We are definitely more personable and
hands-on - clients book their tour directly
with me. Perhaps we have spoken over the
phone, and I have answered a few questions
before booking. We are then in touch via
email and, 6 months later, I meet them in
London and prepare them for Cornwall. Not
many companies offer that kind of personal
journey.

I am a one-man small business, so my
responsibilities as owner cover every aspect
Celtic Catalogue 2022
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How do you reach
your potential clients?
Word of mouth is playing a major part now
we are established. We also continue to look
for advertising opportunities within our
budget that will help show our tour to the
people we feel might have an interest in seeing this beautiful part of the world.
What are your thoughts
on the current state of the
Celtic marketplace?
The whole world seems to have been tipped
off its axis with the pandemic. For most, it
is consolidating and then reviewing as we
continue to celebrate Celtic history in all its
forms
What are your future
plans for the business?
The plan is to keep doing what we are doing, while always looking at ways to improve
the experience. As things start to return to
normalcy, I am exploring ideas about giving
something back to Cornwall - perhaps some
sort of scholarship for tourism. We will also
continue to celebrate Cornwall one tour at
a time!
www.daceyscornishtours.com
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Magical Celtic Lands are waiting for you
Now is the perfect time to plan your escape

Luxury Vacations

Ireland, Scotland, England, Wales
Sheenco Travel will customize your dream vacation
Call now to make your dreams come true

Join the Sheenco Family
Start your next chapter with a Sheenco Travel Franchise
Turnkey
US Franchise
Home Based
Hassle Free

No Territory
No Royalties
Low Investment
Guaranteed Leads

www.sheencotravel.com
www.sheencotravelfranchise.com
Celtic Catalogue 2022
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On the westernmost edge of Europe, braced against the wild seas of the Atlantic, lie the beautiful Celtic
countries of Scotland and Ireland.
From rugged mountains and dramatic coastlines to modern, vibrant cities and picturesque villages, these
historic nations, steeped in myth and legend, are full of well-kept secrets and hidden corners just waiting to
be discovered.
At Turas we craft bespoke self-drive itineraries, with accommodation, which take you off the beaten track
and let you have the vacation of your dreams!
Get in touch and we can take our first steps together.
For Celtic Life readers we’re delighted to offer a complimentary
dinner for two, for vacations of seven days or more.
Please quote ‘Celtic Life’ when you get in touch.
Turas – the art of travel | T: +44 (0) 1463 239944
W: www.turas.life | E: info@turas.life
SCOTLAND | IRELAND | ENGLAND | FRANCE
Celticremember
Catalogue 2022moments
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An An
AuthenticAuthentic
Irish Irish
Castle
Castle
Experience
Experience

Boutique Hotel
10 Boutique Bedrooms furnished
with Period Decor. Member of
prestigious “Ireland’s Blue Book”.
Perfect Base to discover County
Mayo, North West Ireland and the
Wild Atlantic Way.

Weddings
Bespoke weddings in a unique and
intimate castle setting. Up to 200
Guests in the Medieval Banquet
Hall & Ceremony Room. Voted Best
Romantic Hotel in Ireland 2018 at the
Irish Hotel Awards.

Library Restaurant
Please call
Please
in advance
call in advance
to book
to
a table,
book
room or a table, room or
tour.tour.
We look forward
We
to
look forward to
welcoming
welcoming
you through
you through
our doors.
our doors.
Ballina,
Ballina,
Co. Mayo, Ireland
Co. Mayo, Ireland
Tel: +353 T
96 22400
el: +353 96 22400
belleekcastle.com
belleekcastle.com
info@belleekcastle.eu
info@belleekcastle.eu

Experience our 2AA Rosette Cuisine in
our Award Winning Restaurant. Classic
& Imaginative Cooking with Seasonal &
Local Produce. Library Restaurant Open
Daily from 5.30pm. Casual Afternoon
Menu served in the Spanish Armada Bar
from 2pm.

Jack Fenn Cafe
Housed in the restored stables & coach
house. Serving breakfast and all day
brunch. Open daily from Wednesday
until Sunday, 11am until 5pm. Winner
of “Best Cafe of the Year 2019’ in
Georgina Cambpell’s Ireland’s Guide

The Castle Tour
Learn about origins of Castle & the
Knox-Gore family. See Marshall
Doran’s Collection of fossils,
Medieval Weapons & Armour.
Guided Tour of Castle available daily
from 11am until 4pm.

Rustic Event Room
Celtic Catalogue 2022
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The restored 19th Century stables &
courtyard have been given a rustic design
retaining much of the interior brickwork
& character of the building. The stables
can accommodate up to 200 guests be
used for events and as a ceremony room
where couples can exchange their vows &
promises on site.

48678 Cabot Trail, North River Bridge, Nova Scotia

Chanterelle Reservations 1-866-277-0577
18

Eco-Friendly • Antique Furnishings
Vacation Extras • “Cape Breton Fresh” Cuisine
www.chanterelleinn.com

48678 Cabot Trail, North River Bridge, Nova Scotia

Chanterelle Reservations 1-866-277-0577
18
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Knotty Pine Cottages
On the beautiful Cabot Trail

39111 Cabot Trail
Ingonish Beach
Nova Scotia, B0C 1L0

1-800-455-2058
knottypine@outlook.com
knottypinecottages.com
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Celtic KnoT
Works
New!

“Love this pendant!
I received this, and have yet to
take it off. I love it. Would
give it 10 stars if I could.”
- Joeann K.

New!

I hope you enjoy my work
as much as I enjoy making it.
-Bob, creator, owner, maker

New!

FREE

U.S. Shipping
over $30

Celtic Tradition, Original Design
Celtic
Catalogue 2022
celticlifeintl.com
Artisan
Crafted
Celtic
Jewelry & Gifts
Ask for us at your
14 favorite shop or
Find us online at
www.CelticKnotWorks.com

PARTNER PROFILE

Celtic
Knot
Works
F

or Bob Heiney, the ancient art of crafting Celtic jewelry is a labour of love.

What is your own background?
I am a geek, a gamer, a maker, an artist, and
a proud owner of multiple lasers. My mom
is a pioneer in the inspiring and visionary
jewelry industry, and the time came when
I wanted to create items that I wanted
to wear myself. Celtic Knot Works began
with our line of pendants featuring Celtic
animals and traditional symbols. Today, we
have grown to offer Viking rune sets, pocket
dice sets for gamers, and other cool stuff for
the well-dressed adventurer.
What is the company’s
history and mandate?
One thing that has become clear to me in
our eighth year is how important it is to
have fun. There is plenty of hardship in the
world, no doubt, but we can’t be resilient
without joy. Part of our expansion – we have
added a dice and gaming shop to the site to
bring some Celtic flair to the world of tabletop gaming - is because we want to be part
of our customers’ lives when they are having
fun. Some of our new designs - including
the three Gemstone Dragon pendants and
the Celtic Spirals Cat pendant - came about
because I was having fun. There is something to be said for bringing some happiness
into the world.
How has the business
evolved over time?
Celtic Knot Works’ growth has followed my
own interests and enthusiasms. As an artist,
I think you can only be creative when you
are authentically excited about what you
are doing. If it’s not fun to create, it’s not

going to be fun to wear. It is happiness that
gets us through the hard times. We focus on
creating little pieces of beauty that provoke
smiles. It is a good place to be and, I think, a
deeply necessary one.

concept to creation on a very abbreviated
timeline - while others take time to perfect.
When a project has been years in the making, it is hard not to spill the beans. It will be
on the website soon - I promise!

What are your roles
and responsibilities there?

What are the rewards?

We are a small family business. That means
I do a lot - from creating designs, overseeing the hand-casting - which is done here
in the United States to ensure high quality
- packing and shipping orders, keeping the
website up to date, and social media. I also
have a great partner - my wife Suzie - who
is a talented designer and entrepreneur,
the support of my mom Micki, and our cat
Raven who keeps us motivated by requiring
incredible amounts of snacks at all times.
What are your core products?
We are known for our pendants - all handcast in fine American pewter, which means
the quality stays very high - featuring Celtic
Animals, traditional Celtic and mystical
symbols, and the occasional dragon. New
this year is the Dice and Gaming shop,
which includes very cool stainless steel
Pocket RPG Dice sets and other neat accessories. Viking Rune Sets & Gemstone pendulums are a big hit with those who would
like a hint of what tomorrow holds.
What are the challenges
of the vocation?
This year, the biggest challenge has been
containing my excitement about some new
pendants we are debuting for the holiday
season. Some of my looks come to life very,
very quickly - the Celtic Spirals Bear, for
example, demanded to make the leap from
Celtic Catalogue 2022
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It is important that Celtic history isn’t lost
entirely to myth and memory. By putting
a modern twist on ancient symbols - and
introducing them to a generation of people
who can incorporate the strength and wisdom of the Celts into their lives - I feel like
I have done something important. The best
part is when people take the time to give
me feedback. There has been a phenomenal
response and I love it when someone sends
me an email letting me know how my work
impacted them.
How do you reach
your potential clients?
We are primarily online, connecting with
our customers via our website, Facebook,
and Instagram. We also do some email
marketing. We are gradually easing back into
doing some shows and events.
What are your thoughts on the current
state of the Celtic marketplace?
We are strong and smiling - but would you
expect anything less? The return of travel
is good news for everyone who’s wanted
to make the journey home to Ireland. The
support of small local businesses is much
appreciated. And the creativity and enthusiasm among the maker community is great
to see. The work that is being done right
now is amazing.
www.celticknotworks.com
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D E S I G N E D & M A D E I N O R K N E Y, S C O T L A N D

Honeybee
COLLECTION
Honeybee is a range of collectible,
easy-to-wear, mixed-metal designs.
Discover hexagonal bangles and
rings adorned with 9ct gold bees,
chain-linked necklaces,
stone-set designs, and pieces
in rich, honey-coloured enamel.

ORKNEY | ED
I N Catalogue
BURGH
| Gcelticlifeintl.com
LASGOW | ST ANDREWS
Celtic
2022
01856 861 203 | sheilafleet.com
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Made & Hallmarked in Dublin, Ireland.
Free Shipping Available.

T-shirts Looking for a
with a bit unique gift idea?
of whimsy! You’ve found it!

T-shirts Looking for a
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Children and Adult
Sizes Available

Visit us at:
4kDesign-Tees.com
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FINEST CANADIAN CRAFTS - JEWELLERY
CELTIC POTTERY - YARN- MOHAIR SOCKS
CELTIC BLANKETS - SHEEPSKIN SLIPPERS
ARAN KNIT SWEATERS - KILTS & ACCESS0RIES
CAPES - SCOTTISH & IRISH PRODUCTS
FIRST NATION & DEERSKIN ITEMS

HOME OF THE 100% BRITISH WOOL
SWEATERS & ACCESSORIES
SHOWCASING OVER 250 ARTISTS &
ARTISANS
VICTORIA ROW
150 RICHMOND ST
CHARLOTTETOWN, PEI
(902)566-5850

PIER 20
1209 MARGINAL RD SUITE 115
HALIFAX, NS
(902) 406-2050

HISTORIC PROPERTIES
1869 UPPER WATER ST
HALIFAX, NS
(902)405-0488

1-800-565-9665
WWW.NWKNITWEAR.COM
Celtic Catalogue 2022
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Intrigue, Murder, Conspiracy
and Embedded Enemy Spies
The fourth in the Clement Wisdom Series
In late 1941, the Pacific is a very different place from only

guerrilla force. Their mission; to secure a vitally important
person in Singapore and take him, and the secret he carries,
he is preparingback
to leave
Australia and return
to Australia.

WEST WIND CLEAR

one the
year earlier.
Japan
and vast numbers
of from
In late 1941,
Pacific
is athreatens
very different
place
Imperial Army spies have infiltrated throughout the Pacific
only one year earlier.
threatens
Islands Japan
in readiness
for conflict. and vast numbers
of Imperial
Army
spies
have
infiltrated
throughout the
Just as he is preparing to leave Australia and return to
Britain, Major
Wisdom
seconded to lead a small
Pacific Islands
in Clement
readiness
foris conflict.

Just as
to
Britain, Major
Clement
Wisdom
is
seconded
to
lead
a
While enroute to the island bastion of the British Far East
Fleet, Clement
learns
that Malaya,
Singapore,
and Pearl
small guerrilla
force.
Their
mission:
to rescue
Captain
Harbour have all been bombed and war is declared.
John Winthorpe from Singapore and take him, and a vital
no up-to-date
on the volatile region, and
secret heWith
carries,
backintelligence
to Australia.
leading a group of men he barely knows, much less trusts,
Clement’s orders leave him with no option but to proceed.

V M K N OX

His fears are
one of his
in an Far East
While enroute
to compounded
the islandwhen
bastion
of men
thedies
British
apparent suicide and it seems likely that there is an enemy
Fleet, Clement
learns
that
Malaya,
Singapore,
and Pearl
spy on board;
one who
will kill
to evade discovery
and who
is motivated
by that
oldest of and
reasons;
revenge.
Harbour have
all been
bombed
war
with Japan is
declared.

With no up-to-date intelligence on the volatile region,
and leading a group of men he barely knows, much less
trusts, Clement’s orders leave him with no option but to
proceed. His fears are compounded when one of his men
dies in an apparent suicide and it seems likely that there is
an enemy spy on board; one who will manipulate and kill
to evade discovery.
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PARTNER PROFILE
essary, Alone”, then a third, “Where Death
and Danger Go” and now a fourth, “West
Wind Clear”, and I think it likely there will
be a few more to come before the world and
I are finished with Clement. Clement is a
lovely character; driven by a sense of duty,
he is a true hero-type; brave, dependable,
and honest. I believe I have a responsibility
to portray the places and characters in this
series of books authentically particularly
as some of the characters were real people.
However, I do write fiction; fiction heavily based in fact, but it is fiction and some
of the things I do to my characters, real or
imagined, may go beyond nonfiction, or
may occur at different times or in different
locations than was actually correct.
What are the challenges
of the vocation?

A

ustralian author Victoria Knox found
her voice later in life.

What is your own background?
My heritage is thoroughly British coming
from Ireland, Scotland, England, and Wales
so I can claim to be descended from Celtic
stock. The women especially were amazing
people, hardworking, resilient, formidable
who suffered hardship and isolation for a
better future for themselves and their many
children.
Why and when did you begin writing?
I began writing late in life. In my younger
adult years, I sang in a semi-professional
capacity as an opera singer and alternated
that with nursing. The memories I have
from those nursing years have given me a
firsthand knowledge of trauma which has
been particularly useful to me as my chosen
genre is crime / espionage, particularly
WW2 intelligence warfare.
Are they the same reasons
that you continue to write today?
I began writing around 2012 with a story
that has never been published. It was my
nursery school, and I learned my craft
working on this manuscript before turning
my attention to a completely different story.
Inspired by a question on the television
program, “QI” I wrote the first book in the
Clement Wisdom Series, “In Spite of All
Terror”. From this came a second, “If Nec-

Accurate research is vital. And this can take
days even months. But I don’t consider it
a burden, nor do I ask others to do it for
me. I love history and enjoy finding remote,
even banal minor events around which I
can weave a story. It is from these small,
seemingly insignificant events that I find my
characters. Then the challenge is to weave it
in such a way as to make a story my readers
will enjoy.
What are the rewards?
Just knowing that people I don’t know are
spending their hard-earned money on a
book I wrote is a real thrill. Then a good or
very good review cements that thrill. Royalty cheques don’t hurt but the excitement
comes from the readers’ reactions.
All my books involved murder. That is my
genre. However, the first book, “In Spite of
All Terror” is, I would say, more of a murder
mystery with a touch of espionage and
where we first meet Clement. The second,
“If Necessary, Alone”, is more a thriller with
a sprinkling of espionage where Clement
is removed from his village and the people
he knows there, the third, “Where Death
and Danger Go” is intrigue, more espionage
and the enemy within along with some of
the characters from the first two books but
the fourth, “West Wind Clear” is set in the
Pacific War, around Australia, Timor, Singapore and Indonesia and is mainly espionage
with a touch of murder. And I love it! I love
the action and excitement that comes from
embedded spies, betrayal, revenge, and
action. I feel I have written a satisfying story
if the reader is surprised by the identity of
the culprit. I mix historical facts with fiction
and weave a story. As long as my readers are
happy, as they seem to be, I’m happy.
Celtic Catalogue 2022
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Victoria
Knox
Who are your readers,
and how do you reach them?
My readership seems to be broadening.
Initially I believed my target audience
would be the over 55’s and most likely male.
But this isn’t so anymore. I seem to have a
balance between male and female readers,
older and younger but not young adult. I advertise in Celtic Life International and other
magazines specific for the target market and
digitally for the younger reader on social
websites.
What’s the Celtic community
like in your part of the world?
There is a large (for Australia - we have a
population of approximately 25 million)
group of people of Irish / Scottish heritage
in Australia. In my own community there
is an annual Highland gathering with pipe
bands, Highland sporting events as well as
an artistic community making Celtic crafts.
What’s next on your creative agenda?
I have embarked on another book away
from Clement and have about three other
plots in mind for standalone books, so I
never run out of ideas for stories. Then, of
course, there will be Clement five, six and
possibly seven! Who knows!
www.vmknoxauthor.com
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“O’Mara Sprung Floors are perfect ﬂoors for us to dance on
due to their durable, non slippy, safe and supportive
makeup. These ﬂoors are the reason we have been able to
keep growing our social media and spreading joy through
our Irish dancing videos worldwide!” —Gardiner Brothers

Portable Dance Floors
Crafted for Your Best Performance.

810.743.8281
SPRUNGFLOORS.COM
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LIMITED DISCOUNT CODE:
GARDINER-CL2256
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Scottish Heritage USA, Inc.
Founded 1965

We are a non-profit organization dedicated to the preservation and
enrichment of Scottish traditions, history and culture and fostering
strong ties with the people and places of Scotland

Membership Benefits


Enable support for scholarships in piping, drumming and Highland dancing



Provide grants for historical treasures owned by the National Trust for Scotland



Include subscription to “SCOTLAND” magazine (6 x Year)



Include subscription to the National Trust for Scotland magazine (3 x year)



Include the Scottish Heritage USA e-Newsletter (10 x year)



Grant you FREE admission* to all (over 70) National Trust for Scotland properties



Include reciprocal membership to the National Trust for Scotland Foundation USA

* Also FREE admission to National Trust sites in England, Wales & Northern Ireland.
** AND Free admission to sites owned by the National Trust for Historic Preservation, USA
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Enjoy the Music!
We are North America’s original source
for Fred Morrison uilleann pipes, reelpipes, and smallpipes,
and a trusted source for all your piping
and pipe band requirements.

Duncan MacRae • McCallum • Lee & Sons
R.G. Hardie • Peter Henderson • Dunbar

Chanters & reeds by Chesney and G1
Reeds by MacLellan, MacPhee, Shepherd, Sound Supreme
Bags by James Begg, Lee & Sons, Bannatyne, Canmore
MK whistles • large music selection

Celtic Catalogue 2022
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306-533-6678 • reelpipes@gmail.com
• @reelpipes

PARTNER PROFILE

Reelpipes.com
L

ocated in the heart of the Canadian
Prairies, Reelpipes.com has been serving the Celtic community for almost two
decades. Recently we spoke with the company’s founder Iain MacDonald.
What is your own ethnicity/heritage?
As far as I know, our family is mostly ScotsIrish, although we know of one Mi'kmaq
forebearer in the Maritimes who was identified from a 19th-century census. All four of
my grandparents moved west from Prince
Edward Island in the early 1900s, establishing themselves on Treaty 6 and 4 territories
in Saskatoon and Regina. The original immigrant Scots settled in PEI in 1772, landing
from the brig “Alexander” having left the
west coast of Scotland. The Irish side of the
family came at various times in the 1800s,
likely driven by economic circumstances,
and they met up with the Scots at social occasions on the island.
What is the company’s
history and mandate?
The company started in 2005, although my
involvement in selling bagpipes and supplies goes back to the 1980s when I lived in
Vancouver and worked at Tartantown one
of the great Scottish suppliers in the world.
Later, I was a distributor for Tartantown in
the prairie region. My involvement in teaching and running pipe bands has always kept
me close to what’s happening in the business. As a company, our goal is to provide
customers with the best products possible,
and an exceptional customer service experience. In selecting products to supply and
represent, we work with companies who
share that desire to provide a high level of
customer satisfaction.
How has it grown over time?
Reelpipes.com started in 2005 when famous
Scottish piper Fred Morrison launched
his first set of pipes. I had known Fred for
years and he asked if I would help market
his pipes in North America, and so that was
how it started. Next came smallpipes, and
eventually we just added more products
as the demand grew. In the time we’ve
been going, we’ve delivered Fred Morrison
reelpipes, smallpipes and uilleann pipes to
customers across North America, Europe
and in fact as far away as Australia and New

Zealand. We now supply instruments, reeds,
accessories and even Highland dress from
some of the top manufacturers, and we
always have exceptional bagpipes in stock
and ready for set-up and delivery. We have
loyal customers all over North America,
and we continue to work hard to make their
experience a good one.
What are your roles and
responsibilities there?
I do everything! Sometimes that seems like
a bad thing, but it also helps me control
costs and bend with the wind, which was
required over the last two years. I do all the
ordering, testing, supply, setup, customer
and supplier relations, right down to selecting customer reeds and helping them sort
issues with their instruments or playing. I
have worked in communications for many
years, and as a result I am able to do most
of the web design and updates, and I have
also designed all the print, web, and social
media ads.
What are the challenges of the job?
The challenge is just keeping up, and staying
on top of inventory, cash flow, customer
orders and inquiries. It’s sometimes hard
to launch new things, or try new marketing
ideas, because just keeping up with inquiries
and orders is a job on its own. There are
always little changes and adaptations to
products and staying current with each
supplier and their product line is part of the
requirement for providing the best service
and information possible to customers.
“What reeds go in that chanter?” “How is
Bagpipe X different than Bagpipe Y?” “Can I
get that shoe with extra width?”
What are the rewards?
It’s rewarding to have people feel happy
and grateful for the service and products
they’ve received. I’ve also been passionate
about bagpipes my entire life, so getting to
spend so much time with pipers and piping
is a gift. I’ve met a lot of fantastic people
through the business, on both the supply
and customer sides, and it’s always great
to connect with them. It’s also great to
have a chance to try new products, and it’s
especially exciting when friends have a great
product that you can promote. This was
the case with Fred Morrison, and my friend
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and band mate from Babcock-Renfrew
Pipe Band - James Begg - has been making
excellent pipe bags for 40 years, and a few
years ago he and I put our heads together to
design a bag specifically suited to bellows
pipes. More recently, we’ve started carrying
bags and bagpipes from Lee & Sons Bagpipes, and it’s exciting for me because I’ve
been friends with Jack Lee since the 1970s
and to be selling his and his sons’ products
is just really satisfying.
What are your core
products & services?
Our core products are the Fred Morrison
series of reelpipes, smallpipes and uilleann
bagpipes, plus Highland pipes from Duncan
MacRae, McCallum, Lee & Sons, R.G. Hardie, Peter Henderson and Dunbar. We sell
all the accessories and products for pipers
and pipe bands, too.
How do you differ
from the competition?
We are smaller, with a more personal, customer-satisfaction approach. My extensive
experience in Highland pipes, pipe bands,
and bellows piping is unique in many ways.
My resume includes Grade 1 pipe bands going back to the 1970s: Babcock-Renfrew Pipe
Band, The SFU Pipe Band, ScottishPower
and 78th Highlanders (Halifax Citadel)
and I was pipe-major of the Grade 2 City
of Regina Pipe Band for 30 years and ran a
youth pipe band for over 20 years. I started
uilleann piping in the 1980s and played and
recorded with a folk band for a number of
years, and I’ve since played both smallpipes
and border pipes in performance situations,
so I have experience and perspective that
is useful to customers at all levels of their
piping journey.
What are your future
plans for the business?
I see the company carrying on serving the
needs of pipers and pipe bands, and one of
the ways we’ll do that is to continue developing partnerships and products with likeminded people and businesses striving to
make piping of all kinds a little easier, a little
more mainstream, and a little more fun.
After all, if it’s not fun, what is the point?
www.reelpipes.com
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Old Friends
Genealogy, LLC
Kate and Mike Lancor

Genealogy Researchers
Association of Professional
Genealogists Members

Carbony™ Celtic Winds are innovative musical
instruments that offer the advantages of
modern carbon fiber technology with time
tested designs.

Let us "chase" your Celtic ancestors!
Discover your Irish or Scottish roots!
It’s personal ~ Their story & legacy!
Find out where your ancestors
lived in Scotland or Ireland!

We put tradition on the leading edge. Order
one of our whistles, flutes, or bagpipes today
at www.Carbony.com.

Zoom consultations available!

Website: oldfriendsgenealogy.com
Facebook: Old Friends Genealogy
Email: oldfriendsgenealogy@gmail.com

Phone: 603-204-8409 (U.S.)

“The Bible” of Irish Genealogy
—Now Available in an all-new
5th Edition!

OCTOBER 2020
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Genealogical research in Ireland has always depended on
records that are localized and difficult to access. The Internet has
changed that, as more records have come online. The new 5th
edition of Tracing Your Irish Ancestors, by John Grenham,
is the indispensable guide to those records, where they are,
and what they mean. Order your copy today!

Genealogical.com

3600 Clipper Mill Rd., Ste. 229, Baltimore, MD 21211
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WWW.OIDEASGAEL.IE

Ireland’s language
and culture

Irish Language (all levels),
Hill Walking, Archaeology,
Environment, Photography,
Painting, Tapestry
Weaving, Flute & Whistle,
Bodhrán, Harp
Tel: +353 (0)74 97 30 248
oifig@oideasgael.ie
Co. Donegal, Éire

Irish
Studies
Program
fa i r fi e l d.e du / i r i shstu di e s

Chocolate River Publishing
www.chocolateriver.ca

FA I R F I EL D, C T

University of Ottawa - Celtic Studies Minor

2022 Winner!
Alice Kitts Memorial
Award
for
Excellence in Children’s
Writing

Celtic Languages, History, Literature, Music, and more
www.arts.uottawa.ca/modernlanguages/languages/celtic
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Join the

French-Celtic

Whisky Revolution!

Thirty years ago, in a country that is the leading consumer of whisky in the world, there was only one whisky
being produced. Today there are more than one hundred different French distillers, each seeking to apply their own
unique savoir-faire in the production of great whisky. Bastille 1789 and Armorik Breton Whisky (from the Celtic
Region in France) are two of the very finest.
For more information please visit our web site: www.heavenlyspirits.com
Heavenly Spirits is a leading US importer of artisanal French Spirits, including: Armagnac, Calvados, Cognac,
Single Malt Whisky, Gin, Pastis, Absinthe, Aperitifs,
and Specialty Spirits.
CelticVermouth
Catalogue ,Vodka,
2022 celticlifeintl.com
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Heavenly Spirits LLC

D

aniel and Christine Cooney have been
promoting quality French Spirits for
over twenty years. Recently we spoke with
Daniel about his company’s Celtic connections.
What is your own ethnicity/heritage?
I trace all my roots to Ireland, with a wee bit
of Scotland thrown in. I have dual citizenship now - American and Irish. My wife
and business partner, Christine, was born
in France. We met in Iceland, on the way to
my first visit to Ireland.
What is the company’s
history and mandate?
Heavenly Spirits was founded in 2008. We
import and distribute a wide range of spirits
to the United States, produced mostly in
France, including Brittany, which is our
company’s Celtic connection.
How has it grown over time?
Since its founding in 2008, Heavenly Spirits
has grown a minimum of 15 per cent every
year. From a small husband-and-wife startup working out of our back room, we have
grown into one of the leading importers of
French spirits in the United States. We now
distribute in 41 states and employ a dozen
people.
What are your roles and
responsibilities there?
As co-owner, I maintain a general overview
of all aspects of our business. As Director
of Communications and Marketing, I pay
special attention to brand building for each
of the twenty-plus spirit producers we represent, as well as our own brand, Heavenly
Spirits.

What are the challenges of the job?
As an importer that specializes in offering exceptional spirits, the challenge is to
maintain our high standards while continuing to build our portfolio. Another challenge
is maintaining a balance of both time and
resources that we invest in each product
and line.
What are the rewards?
I truly love my job, including the people, the
products, and the industry as a whole. I love
that Christine and I get to work together,
representing mostly small to medium-sized,
multigenerational, family-owned distilleries
who we consider to be true artisans of the
industry.
What are your core
products & services?
We import and represent some of the finest spirits available from Western Europe,
including Whisky, Armagnac, Calvados,
Cognac, Gin, Rhum Agricole, Vodka, cider,
and various liqueurs and aperitifs. 40 per
cent of all Armagnac imported to the USA
comes through us. We are also the leading importer of Celtic French whisky, and
organic Cognac.
How do you differ
from the competition?
We are extremely selective in who we represent as we consider most of our suppliers
to be good friends and/or like family. We do
not represent what are often referred to as
the “industrial brands,” or the giant Goliaths
of the spirits world. We also consider
ourselves to be educators and ambassadors,
representing the history, culture, and unique
traditions of French spirits.
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How do you reach
your potential clients?
Many of the distributors in the USA who
we currently work with originally reached
out to Heavenly Spirits after reading about
one of the many awards our products have
earned. When they find our web page and
see the amazing line of products we represent, (featured in our interactive, on-line
catalog) they often ask if they can represent
us in their state. We also participate in
various trade shows throughout the year,
and often have our products featured in
editorials of certain industry or cultural
publications.
What are your thoughts on the current
state of the Celtic marketplace?
From my perspective, Celtic Life International Magazine seems to be one of the best
ways to connect with the American-based
Celtic community, which is only one part of
our target demographic.
What are your future
plans for the business?
Heavenly Spirits plans to continue bringing award-winning craft spirits to the North
American marketplace, including all the
best from Brittany’s Celtic enclaves. As
French-made whisky like Armorik Single
Malt continues to develop and grow, we
plan to offer many new expressions to our
Celtic cousins.
www.heavenlyspirits.com

VillageStore.ca

NEW On-line Store
F E AT U R I N G :

GIFTS, BOOKS, MUSIC
C L OT H I N G, C R A F T
A RT W O R K , J E W E L L E RY
& m o re . . .

FREE Shipping in
Canada for all orders
over $100.
FREE shipping for
all U.S. orders
over $150.
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BIA Sensitive Skin Trio
Shed dry outer layers
Moisturize & Deeply Hydrate
Protect your Skin Barrier
And if that's not enough, it's Microbiome friendly too!

Plant-based biotech skincare
Clinically Proven. Seriously Sustainable.
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Codex
Beauty
Labs
C

anadian-born of Czech parents, raised
in both Europe and Canada, and fluent
in five languages with a Ph.D. from Stanford
University, Dr. Barbara Paldus considers
herself a global citizen.
What are your own roots?
I am of Czech-Austrian heritage on one side
and Czech-Lithuanian heritage on the other
side. So, definitely East European.
What is the company’s
history and mandate?
Codex Beauty Labs was originally founded
to create a series of collections from around
the world to solve specific skin conditions;
dry, itchy sensitive skin, or red, inflamed
skin, or oily, acne-prone skin. We initially
developed a patented for a novel, biotech
fermentation-based preservative system and
then applied it to our first collection, Bia,
from Ireland. I acquired a small Irish company that had a heritage in local Irish herbalism. Today, our mandate has expanded to
offer microbiome-supporting skin solutions
that are vegan and cruelty-free to various skin conditions such as acne, eczema,
psoriasis, rosacea, and more. We also aim to
drive sustainability and preserve indigenous
knowledge and planetary biodiversity. We
are mindful about carbon footprint and
ocean plastic as well.
What are your core
products & services?
We provide skincare solutions for different
skin solutions. Check out the Bia, Antu and
Shaant collection, as well as our soaps and
soaks!
How has it grown over time?
We started with one collection and 5
products - the Bia Irish collection in 2019.
We then added the Antu collection of 6
products in 2021 – these are based on an
adaptogenic antioxidant system from Patagonia, which is based on tribal medicine of
the Mapuche. This collection helps restore

and support the skin barrier and reduce oxidative stress in skin while protecting from
urban pollution and UV exposure. We also
developed the world’s first microbiomesupporting soaps (four, 2021) and bath
soaks (three, 2022) in Ireland that were also
driven by a desire to have waterless, zero
waste body products. We just launched
four out of seven products of the Shaant
collection for oily, acne-prone skin. This
collection is based on traditional Ayurvedic
plant medicine. Today, we sell in over 20
countries.
What are your roles
and responsibilities there?
I am the founder and CEO, so I make sure like a good den mother - that everything is
running as smoothly and according to plan
as possible.
What are the challenges of the job?
The diversity of work can sometimes be difficult, especially if a lot of things go wrong
at the same time. During COVID-19, for
example, supply chain, logistics, and supporting employee health were major issues.
Keeping the innovation at a fast pace while
being thorough in our testing everything
is also challenging. And - now that we are
travelling again - criss-crossing the world is
definitely challenging!
What are the rewards?
I love helping people, so seeing people with
skin problems heal - and having them write
to us about the improvement in the quality
of their life - is the best part of my job. Also,
innovating and seeing amazing clinical results, or being awarded a new patent is also
incredibly rewarding.
How do you differ
from the competition?
We run gene expression testing on all our
novel plant ingredients and innovate synergistic plant complexes in our formulations
that solve specific skin problems. We then
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test all products for performance with a
third-party lab that quantitatively measures the results with dermatology analysis
instruments. We report these results on our
cartons in an efficacy panel. No one else in
the industry does this yet. We want to know
what our products do!
How do you reach
your potential clients?
We have a variety of channels including
social media, speaking events, and print. We
also work with the National Eczema Association and the National Psoriasis Foundation as well as dermatology groups. We try
to diversify as much as we can.
What are your thoughts on the current
state of the Celtic marketplace?
What we have seen is a demand for cost-effective products. With the current inflation,
customers are often waiting for sales.
What can be done to improve that?
This has driven us to continue to strive
to increase our manufacturing efficiency
so that we can pass these savings to the
customer. Even during this year of inflation,
we will be keeping prices flat, or even reducing by 10%. We do this because we believe
that all people with skin conditions deserve
solutions so they can have a healthy, normal
life.
What are your future
plans for the business?
Our next step will be to provide supplements for some of these skin conditions
that we are developing with our dermatologist – an inside-outside approach to skin
problems. And then we want to bring
more diagnostics to the customer at-home
so that they can know exactly what skin
health challenges they face and how to best
overcome them.
www.codexbeauty.ca
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CRAFTING ANTIQUE MAPS • JOURNALS • NOTEBOOKS • WALL HANGINGS
AND MUCH MORE – FOR OVER 30 YEARS – TO THE HIGHEST STANDARDS
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There is a reason why
we are the only Canadian
retailer ever short listed
for World Whisky
Retailer of the Year (and
two time Runner Up)…
we have great taste!
There is a reason why we are
the only Canadian retailer

ever shorton
listed
World
Always
theforhunt
for
Whisky Retailer of the Year…
cool new single casks,
we have great taste!
here are a few of the
For
instance
new exclusive
latest
andourgreatest!
cask of Kilchoman 12 Year Islay
Single Malt Scotch!

kensingtonwinemarket.com
@KensingtonWM
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THE OLD FAMILY RECIPE

US Distributor: CAMWRAP of Mobile, AL.
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Craftmanship to Match Your Pride of Heritage

FINE CREST BADGES
Of Solid Sterling or 14K Gold
High Polished Finish, No Clan Too Small!

All Badges Made to Order
Have yours as a Pin, Pendant, Bolo,
Plaid Brooch, Belt Buckle, Armiger,
Chief or Chieftain. Have it on a
St. Andrews Cross, get personalized engraving on the back, custom work welcomed!

Display Case with Clan Name

To Speak with the Craftsman call 678-427-2167 or Visit

WWW.CRESTBADGES.COM
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Crest
Badges
D

on Kimble had been designing and
making custom jewelry for over ten
years. Recently we spoke with him about his
passion for his profession.
What is your own heritage?
Although my ancestors came to America
from England, they must have carried some
Scottish genes with them for me to feel such
a kindred spirit with my Scottish customers. It would be a stretch to think the name
Kimble morphed from the Scottish Campbell at Ellis Island but who knows.
What is the company’s
history and mandate?
In 1980 I owned and a small jewelry shop,
The Company Jewelers, located in Little
5 Points near downtown Atlanta. One day
George Carr walked into my shop dressed
to the nines in traditional Scottish attire and
commissioned me to make for him what
he called “a proper” crest badge of solid
sterling silver. “I’d like It to shine, laddy!”
he said, “I want it to be a quality piece that
will sparkle brightly atop my balmoral for
all to see! Unlike these here made of plated
pot metal and dull silver castings.” Little
did I know at the time that that commission
would lead me down a path that I am still
traveling over 40 years later, for no sooner
had I completed the original commission
for George’s Clan Carr crest badge than he
was back with commissions from fellow
Scotts Ferguson, Douglas, and more.
How do you differ
from the competition?
It became apparent right away that the
standard methods we used to reproduce the
work on any scale of production numbers
was just too labor intensive to achieve the
high polished finish we wanted. Lost-wax
casting required much grinding, sanding,
and polishing and even the best of castings sometimes had some porosity that
no amount of sanding and polishing could
overcome. So, we started over, replacing the
one-step casting approach with a multi-step

process that combined silversmithing, casting, hand engraving and assembly work. The
strap and buckle or outer “donut” which
was common to all clans would be struck
from solid sterling sheet using special dies
cut for the purpose. This pristine surface
could be polished to a mirror finish! The
center crests, unique to each clan, would be
cast and soldered in place. The clan mottos
would then be engraved into the surface of
each badge upon completion of assembly.
Years later, when it became available, we
switched to Argentium sterling - the newest innovation in sterling silver alloy. This
new sterling contained more germanium
making it much more tarnish resistant than
traditional sterling and further distancing us
from our competition.
What were the challenges involved?
Once we had achieved the quality we
wanted, we expanded the line to include the
larger clans, and then hit the road to promote our badges at Scottish games around
the Southeast. I recall the results of those
early sales efforts at the games as being
underwhelming and we retreated to explore
a new venue, the internet. We created a
website, in those very early days of the internet, and together with our ads in Scottish
magazines and word of mouth saw sales
gaining momentum. We were expanding
the line with every request for a new clan.
It seemed we were on our way. Then sadly
George, the soul and inspiration of Kimble
& Carr, Ltd., our joint venture, passed away.
How has the company
evolved over time?
With George’s passing the whole enterprise
came to a grinding halt. It had been a back
burner business for me but without George
it was no longer even on the stove as I had
diversified away from full time jewelry making. My wife and I operated a retail window
covering business and later sold real estate.
The Company Jewelers had shrunk to a studio in my home, and I was producing only
a handful of badges each month. However,
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with the crash of the real estate market
in 2008 I suddenly had extra time on my
hands and crestbadges.com was awoken! I
dusted off my jewelers’ tools, invested in a
computerized engraving machine, and went
back to work doing what I loved.
What are your core
products and services today?
The Clansman badge as a pin, pendant, or
bolo in solid sterling or 14K yellow gold
(solid or plated) has always been my core
product and I presently offer them for
around two hundred clans. Clan badge
options include a display box that lets you
display your badge when you are not wearing it, clan badge buckles, clan badge plaid
brooches, and more. In addition, I make
badges for Armigers, Chiefs and Chieftains,
as well as custom orders for personal crests.
What are your future
plans for the business?
In retirement now my sole productive activity is my clan crest badge business, hence
completing the circle of my life’s work - my
first and last love; making beautiful pieces
from precious metals for appreciative
customers. Mass production was never my
thing and it is why I never hired any help,
preferring to be a one-man shop while
creating heirloom quality badges, one badge
at a time, one customer at a time. The variations and customizations that I offer for
two hundred clans is so numerous that I no
longer even try to keep completed badges in
stock opting instead to stock all the necessary components for assembly on demand,
a process that normally takes one to two
weeks. I am now in my early seventies and,
God willing, I will continue making badges
in my home studio in St Marys, Georgia, for
years to come but just in case you best not
wait too long to place an order for your own
“proper” clan crest badge.
www.crestbadges.com

SUBSCRIBE & WIN!

Subscribe (new or renewal) to Celtic Life International
Magazine (print or digital) and you could win tickets to see
Irish supergroup Celtic Woman in concert!
See our website for details!

GET DIGITAL!

Use Promo Code - Events2022
& Get 1 FREE digital copy.

SIGN UP!

Sign up for our newsletter and you could
win one of several weekly prizes!
See our website for details!

SWAG UP!

Our online store carries a cornucopia of Celtic goodies,
including clothing, jewelry, giftware, household items, historical
pieces, and more! See our website for details!

LISTEN UP!

Be sure to check out our new Celtic Life International Podcast
(CLIP), featuring news, reviews, interviews, trivia, contests and
more. See our website for details!

GET CONNECTED!

Get your daily dose of Celtic Life International on our
website, where we profile the people, places and things that
comprise our vibrant Celtic community! We also have the most
comprehensive and up-to-date listings of Highland Games and
Celtic Festivals anywhere online!

BE SEEN!

With an audience of millions, Celtic Life International is
your gateway to the global Celtic community! Full details on
advertising are available via our website!

www.celticlifeintl.com
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